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Abstract
An optical study of the a phase superconducting compound, a-(ET)2(NH4 )Hg(NCS)"" has
been performed. The absolute reflectivity of a deuterated crystal has been measured as
a function of temperature and polarization, from which the conductivity was obtained.
The overall shapes of these spectra are discussed and compared with those obtained
from compounds of different phases. In particular we were able to perform a Drude fit
of the low-temperature conductivity for one polarization, rather than of the reflectivity
dip. The plasma frequency and damping were extracted and these yielded a reasonable
effective mass and mean free path. The isotopic vibrational frequency shifts were obtained
by repeating the measurements on a protonated sample, which was, however, too small
to provide absolute data. The vibrational features are assigned and discussed.

Introduction
The first popular BEDT-TTF (usually abbreviated to ET) radical ion salt
was a-(ET)2Ia [1], which was superceded by many superconductors of this
family, for example, 13-(ET)2Ia (Tc= 1.1 K) [2], f3-(ET)2AuI2 (Tc=5 K) [3],
K-(ET)2[CU(NCS)d (Tc= 10.4 K) [4] and K-(ET)2CU[N(CN)21Br (Tc= 11.6 K)
[51. Various efforts to observe ambient-pressure superconductivity in an aphase ET salt like a-(ET)2Ia by doping [6] or in related compounds such
as a-(ET)2IBr2 have failed. Tempering of a-(ET)2Ia at 75 °C for several days
leads to a superconducting crystal (Tc = 8 K), but the structure has changed
to au which is similar to the f3 phase, both crystallographic ally and in its
physical behaviour [7]. Figure 1 shows planes of ET molecules in the a, f3
and K phases.
The relatively high transition temperatures of K-(ET)2[CU(NCS)21 and K(ET)2Cu[N(CN)2IBr may have been obtained by increasing the size of the
polymeriC anion acceptors. Similarly, by extending the two-component system
to a three-component system (donor; anion + cation = acceptor), the first
0379·6779/92/$5.00
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Fig. 1. Planes containing the ET molecules are shown here for the a (left), P (middle) and
K (right) phases. The ET molecules are oriented with their long axis approximately perpendicular
to the planes. There are differences between the stack displacements and orientations of
molecules in different stacks.

ambient-pressure ET superconductor in the a phase was eventually found:
a-(ET)2(NH 4)Hg(NCS)4 with Tc=0.8 K [8].
CET)2(NH 4)Hg(NCS)4 is isostructural to (ET)2KHg(NCS)4' which is triclinic
with a pi space group and Z = 2 [8, 9]. It crystallizes with the flat face
parallel to the highly conducting ab plane [8, 10]. The ET molecules form
stacks of two kinds along the a direction. One chain contains parallel ET
molecules, while the second one has molecules which are tilted 6.60 with
respect to their stack neighbour, and 82.30 and 75.60 with respect to the
parallel molecules in the other stack.
(ET)2(NH 4)Hg(NCS)4 has a very high metallic conductivity, rising from
between 100 and 400
cmr 1 at room temperature to a value approximately
100 times greater at 4.2 K [11], although Wang et al. [8] reported much
smaller values. This is higher than the values typically seen in the ET salts
and may be due to the lack of formation of strong dimers (see Discussion
Section). The onset of superconductivity is near 1.15 K and the midpoint
is at 0.8 K [8]. Recently reported measurements of the specific heat in an
applied magnetic field also indicate the presence of the superconducting
energy gap at 0.8 K [12]. The Fermi surface of the K salt has been calculated
by a tight-binding method and found to be two-dimensional [13]. Large
Shubnikov-de Haas oscillations were observed with a period corresponding
to the extreme orbit area of 13% of the first Brillouin zone [10].
We are aware of no previously published optical investigations of
(ET)2(NH 4)Hg(NCS)4. Because of the structural similarities, the optical properties may resemble those of a-(ET)2I3, on which there have been many
studies [14-19]. In these, the optical conductivity was found to be fairly
two-dimensional, but stronger in the polarization with the electric field
perpendicular to the stacks. This is because, in an a-phase crystal, the
network of strong interstack sulfur-sulfur contacts lead to a high conductivity
in that direction. Vibronically induced intramolecular vibrations were also
observed and discussed at some length [17]. Below 135 K, of course, a(ET)2I3 becomes a semiconductor and we cannot compare the low-temperature
spectra with those which we have obtained. /3-CET)213, on the other hand,
remains metallic down to its superconducting transition at 1.4 K and several
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optical studies have been reported [14-16,20-22], but this phase produces
a much more one-dimensional optical response, as would be expected (see
Fig. 1). Other /3-phase compounds such as ,B-(ET)2AuI2 and ,B-(ET)212Br have
also been studied optically [23], as well as a so-called a-phase compound
with a different structure and stoichiometry, a-(ET)a(Re04)2 [18].
We have recently reported the infrared optical properties of three Kphase superconductors, starting with K-(ET)2[CuCNCS)2] [24,25] and following
with K-(ET)2Cu[N(CN)2]Br [26] and K-(ET)2Cu[N(CN)2]CI [27]. For the :first
compound, spectra were measured as a function of temperature and polarization for both the protonated and deuterated material, allowing us to make
reasonable assignments of the many vibrational features. We found, for the
ET molecule, a predominance of vibronically activated 3.g modes and normally
active b 2u modes. One of these latter, V49(b2~' near 880 cm -1, is very strong
and has consistently been mis-assigned to V7(ag) in other studies. In all three
compounds we observed an interplay of oscillator strength between the
interband and intraband electronic responses as the temperature was lowered.
This work reports the spectra of both protonated and deuterated a(ET)2CNH 4)HgCNCS)4 in order to compare both the electronic and vibrational
features of an a-phase superconductor with those of some K-phase compounds,
which have a much higher Te.
Experimental

The absolute reflectivity was measured from only the deuterated crystal,
prepared at the Argonne National Laboratory, which had a fairly good surface
of 1.5 X 1 mm2 and was about 0.4 mm thick. The protonated sample was
small and its spectra were used for vibrational assignments only. The orientation
of the deuterated sample was determined by X-ray transmission through a
thin end. It was highly twinned through its thickness but we were able to
reflect from a predominantly single-crystal surface layer. It was glued with
epoxy cement to two gold braids, each consisting of eight strands of 0.025
rum wire, and the length of the braided wires from the sample to the copper
mount was approximately 1 mm. This was attached to the cold finger of an
Air-Products Heli-tran refrigerator. The beam-splitters and detectors used in
the far-infrared, mid-infrared and near-infrared ranges of the Broker IFS
113V Fourier spectrometer were the same as those previously reported [24,
26]. Details of the reflectivity module have also been published [28].
Mid- and far-infrared reflectivity spectra were recorded at 300, 200,
100, 50 and 6.5 K for both polarizations on the :first cooling cycle of the
deuterated crystal. As a consistency check, the measurements were repeated
on the second cooling cycle with a smaller beam size and a fresh aluminum
mirror. The reproducibility was ± 3%. Below 80 cm -1 (300 K) and 250 cm- 1
(for temperatures below 300 K due to the presence of a CsI vacuum window),
the reflectivity data were extrapolated to unity at zero frequency, using the
standard Drude law (R = 1 - aw 1/2), for the Kramers-Kronig analysis.
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Results
Figure 2 shows the reflectivity up to 5000 cm - I for E1lb (perpendicular
to the stacks) at 300, 100 and 6.5 K. The spectra obtained at 50 and 200
K have been omitted for clarity, but they fit between the three displayed.
Figure 3 shows only the 300 and 6.5 K Ella (parallel to the stacks) reflectivity,
since while the other temperature spectra fall between these two in the far-
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Fig. 2. Reflectivity of the deuterated form of the title compound at three indicated temperatures
for Ellb.

Fig. 3. Reflectivity of the deuterated form of the title compound at two indicated temperatures
for Ella.
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Fig. 5. Conductivity of the deuterated form of the title compound at two indicated temperatures
for Ella.
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Fig. 6. Expanded portion of the low·temperature conductivity spectrum of the protonated
compound (upper trace, which has been displaced by 200 (0 cmr l for clarity) and of the
deuterated compound (lower trace, corresponding to the ordinate scale). The upper trace
below 600 cm- l was very noisy due to the small crystal size. The resolution is 0.5 cm- l (hs)
and 1.0 em-I (ds).

infrared region, they show little temperature dependence above 2000 cm -I.
Figure 4 shows the conductivity for Ellb, obtained after a Kramers-Kronig
analysis, for the two extreme temperatures. Figure 5 does likewise for Ella.
Figure 6 shows an expanded portion of the Ella conductivity spectra at
6.5 K of both the protonated and deuterated compound. This region contains
most of the observed intramolecular vibrational modes of the ET molecule.
The resolution is 0.5 cm- I (hs) and 1.0 cm- I (ds). The peaks or dips (marked
with an asterisk in Table 1) have been labeled with their wave number (cm- I).

Discussion

Electronic transitions
The conductivity spectra obtained at 300 K in Figs. 4 and 5 agree with
those reported for a-(ET)2I3 (e.g. ref. 18) in as much as the conductivity
perpendicular to the ET molecule stacks is greater than that parallel to the
stacks. The overall shapes, however, differ from those of a-(ET)2Ia mainly
because of the much higher d.c. conductivity (cf. 100-400 (.0 cm)-I for
(ET)2(NH 4)Hg(NCS)4 versus 20-60 (.0 cm) -I for (ET)2I3), to which our farinfrared conductivities extrapolate. The vibronic interactions at 1300 cm- I
and below are also more prominent for E parallel to the stacks (in Fig. 5)
than in Fig. 4. This is in marked contrast to the room-temperature results
of a-(ET)213.
In our studies of the K-phase materials we observed broad peaks in the
mid-infrared conductivity, near 2200 cm -I for one polarization and between
3000 and 4000 cm- I for the other. We correlated these qualitatively with

t-:l

TABLE 1

0

0>

Frequencies and assignment of the vibrational features for protonated and deuterated a-(ET)2CNH4)HgCNCS)4. Sample temperatures were at
10K. All frequencies are in cm -1. lJ is the observed isotope shift

hsa

Assignmentb

Ellb

Ella
dsa

B

hsa

dsa

3236w
3141w

3230w
3141vw

2J{CN)
32308
3141m

+1
-1

2812vw

2814w

+2

2113w
21118
2110m
21058

21068

+1

1789*vw

1783vw

-6

1493*w

1492*w

-1

1419rn
14128
1408w

1420rn
14108

+1
-2

1405rn
1402w

1124*s

1351rn

Calc.
shiftd

lJ

4212*w
32298
3142m

1308*w
1301*rn
1295*vw
128S*w
1280*v8
1260*8
1252*rn

Calc.
freq.c

983*rn
1050*rn

1031*s
1010*rn

-6

Va(f2)NH. +

3145-

0
2 v.(f0NH. +

2124w
2120w
2116m
2113v8
2107rn

v(CN)

21138

2074-

0
2V49(b~

v2(ag)

1465

14198
1411w

v.(f2)NH. +

1400-

-281

1405vw
1401vw

v.(ag)

1421

-274

-368

1352rn

V.~(b2J

1409

-345

1309*vw
1303*rn
1288*8
1282*vw

v~Cag)

1287

-257

-251

-249
-250

1262*m

1030rn

-258

0

1200-1350

1250-1350

1200-1350

1186*rn
1174*m

1250-1400

1185rn
1174m

1137*w
1125*m

806

1016*w
1014*vw
lO12*vw
1009*vw
IOO6*m

945*m

-331

va(a.)

1427

0

VHCa..)

1182

-310

v67(baJ

1152

-335

V47(b2,J

1025

-74

1124w

-71
1009w
IOO5w

977*m

V6(aJ

979

-66

926*m
922*w

V48(b2,J

917

-15

901*rn

V7CaJ

896

-108

896"w
887*vs
883"m

V49(b2,J

898

-1

V9CaJ?
vlOCag)?

508
489

0
-1

895*vs
459s
435vs

+8
480*vs
468vs

·vs=very strong; s=strong; m=medium; w=weak; vw=very weak. The asterisk denotes anti-resonance.
bThe assignment for multiplets is listed opposite the first component only.
cRef. 31.
dRef. 32.
"Ref. 33.
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vertical interband transitions between occupied and unoccupied bands throughout the Brillouin zone [24}. No such maximum is seen in Fig. 4, however,
where E is perpendicular to the stacks, even though the band structure for
(ET)2[(NHJHg(NCS)4J is very similar to that for (ET)2CU(NCS)2 [29).
Tajima et al. [21} have interpreted the conductivity spectra of P-(ET)2Ia
in a similar fashion and have calculated both the interband and intraband
contributions to the conductivity as a function of polarization, using the
band structure of Mori et al. [30}. They obtained qualitative agreement with
experiment and also found that the strength of the interband transitions
depends strongly on the dimerization of the ET molecules. This is because
the mid-infrared interband transitions are essentially due to the fonnation
of charge-transfer excitons confined to nearest neighbors. Similar calculations
have been perfonned by Yakushi et al. [18} for a-(ET)2I3. It would appear,
therefore, that the accentuation of the far-infrared intraband conductivity in
Fig. 4 follows from the sum rule and is at the expense of the interband
conductivity which has decreased due to the lack of dimers in the E
perpendicular to the stacks polarization.
While we have not performed detailed calculations of the conductivity
using the results of band structure calculations, we show in Fig. 7 a fit of
the low-temperature conductivity (with E perpendicular to the stacks) to two
functions, namely, a Drude response in the far-infrared, combined with a
heavily damped harmonic oscillator to represent the broad mid-infrared
strength. The parameters for the Drude fit are Wp = 7000 cm -1 and 'Y = 700
cm - 1. This value of wp is similar to that usually found in organic conductors
(e.g. ref. 34), and assuming two holes from four ET molecules per unit cell,
with a unit cell volume of 2008 }...3, giving n = 9.96 xl 0 20 per cm3 , one
obtains an effective mass of I.8me , which is also a typical value found from
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Drude fits and magnetic measurements. We show this result because we
believe that this is the first time that such parameters have been obtained
from a fit of the conductivity rather than of the dip in the reflectivity. At
room temperature the conductivity is usually too low for any fit and at low
temperatures, if there is not a phase transition to a semiconductor, then the
zero-frequency peak may be much narrower than in Fig. 4. For example the
12 K half-width for (ET)2Cu(NCS)2 is -40 cm- I [34] which requires a large
effective mass of 8m". The damping of 700 cm - I is less than that usually
found from a reflectivity dip. It corresponds to a scattering time, 'T, of 5 X 10- 14
s. From the electronic band structure calculated by Whangbo [29], the slope
at the Fenni level gives a Fenni velocity of ,.., 0.2 X lOs cm/s. The mean free
path A=VF'T is then obtained as -100 A which is a reasonable value. One
sees, however, that the wide Drude peak in Figs. 4 and 7 is not present in
the other polarization (Fig. 5) which would therefore also require a heavy
effective mass. This leads one to speculate whether there might be a connection
between this heavy effective mass, in those materials which conduct at low
temperatures, and the strongly interacting v3 (ag) phonon which is due to
dimers. This phonon, near 1300 cm -I, is weak in Figs. 4 and 7 in which
the Drude response is broad but prominent in Fig. 5 where the response is
narrow and the effective mass large.

Vibrational assignments
Figure 6 shows the detailed high-resolution vibrational spectra between
400 and 1500 cm- I of both the protonated and deuterated compounds for
Ella (parallel to the stacks). Table 1 lists the observed features in the lowtemperature spectra of both polarizations, along with our experimental isotope
shifts, assuming we have correctly identified the corresponding features in
both spectra and our assignments based on the calculated frequencies and
isotope shifts. An asterisk indicates the frequency of a dip in an anti-resonance,
rather than a peak. Not all of the minor features in Table 1 are labeled in
Fig. 6. The phonon feature which dominates the spectra of most ET salts
is the vibronically activated, totally symmetric v3(ag) internal mode of the
ET radical cation involving the central C=C bond, calculated by Kozlevet
al. [31] to occur at 1427 cm- I Csee, for example, refs. 17,20 and 24). In
Fig. 6, however, this mode has become a broad shoulder extending from
1200 to 1350 cm - \ which is clearly a result of the absence of strong dimers
in the a phase. On the other hand, the strongest feature, at 435 cm - I in
the deuterated spectrum of Fig. 6, along with the 459 cm -1 companion, is
still either V9Cag) and/or vIOCag). (The protonated spectra were very noisy in
this region, due to the small crystal size.) They occur at the same frequency
as in the K-phase compounds that we have studied [24-27]. The next largest
feature is V49(b2J at 895 cm - I (ds). It has a much stronger Fano shape for
Ella than is seen in the K-phase compounds. While only the totally symmetric
CaJ modes of the gerade species have the correct symmetry to interact with
the electronic continuum and become infrared active, it is of course possible
for the nonnally infrared-active ungerade modes to interact also with the
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electronic background. V49(b2J has been described in ref. 25 where we
speculated that it is strongly involved in the creation of charge-transfer
excitons between differently oriented ET molecules. voCaJ, involving the
ethylene groups, is again prominent as its many split components interfere
with vaCag) between 1252 and 1308 cm- I . It is possible that this mode is
split into seven components. Two strong vibrations of the NH4 + tetrahedron
are observed: JlaCf2) with two components near 3200 cm - I Csee Figs. 2-5),
and v4(f2) with up to five components near 1412 cm- I (see Fig. 6). The
sharp CN lines are again seen near 2100 cm - I.
The remaining assignments in Table 1 are more speculative, but since
the vibrational structure is stronger and more detailed for this compound
than we observed for the K-phase compounds, a few reassignments are
suggested. Comparing Table 1 with the corresponding table for KCET)2[Cu(NCS)21 in ref. 24, one observes that V45(b2J is present and strong
here whereas it was weak and unidentified previously. The doublet at 1186
and 1174 cm- I is possibly VI4CaJ rather than v67(baJ, which may be the
lower doublet at 1137 and 1125 cm- I. Similarly, the group around 1006
cm- I is closer to the calculated frequency for V47(b2J, as is 977 cm- I for
V6(ag)· The other assignments are unchanged. One may also note that VICaJ
is not observed here and that V2(ag) is at a higher frequency than that
previously observed, and that v4(ag) is much stronger than it was in ref. 24.
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